What: Principality of Adjunct Luncheon Exchange  
Who: AAD Adjunct Faculty  
When: Wednesday June 10th 11:50 – 2:00 PM  
Where: LA 263

Agenda topics

11:50 – 12:00 Start to gather and get lunch

12:00 – 12:45 Who are we and how do we fit in?

- Introductions Overview (handout-names, courses, fun facts)
- Updates on departmental goals and priorities, future vision
  - Portland Campus Opportunities; AAA OL mentorship
  - Peer evaluation
  - Developing opportunities
  - Other policies, practices, resources
- Departmental Budget General Update and putting it in perspective
  - How funding works (SS and OL)—how dividends are used
  - Training Funds for Adjuncts ($1000—how can spend)
  - F2F 250 course fees update (changes and carry over)
  - Possibilities
- Q & A with Doug and/or Tina

12:45-1:45 Where are we going? Discussion topics

- Focus: Training & Support Topics and ways to facilitate delivery
  - Share Topics and Suggestions from survey
  - Input re use of $1000—propose a plan
  - Input re use of carry over course fees?
  - Peer evaluation (thoughts, perspectives input)—will need to come up with a plan
  - Input re suggestion to form a sub-committee to work on creating more “products” or classes (OL and Audiences)

1:45-2:00 Next Steps and What else?

- Availability—for Summer/Fall trainings?

Things to come

- Quarterly gatherings
- Planning Fall Orientation—training and curricular exchange
- Informational Manual (policies, UO resources, bios/courses)

Other questions concerns—things to add/address in future
AAD Adjuncts: Who are we?
Some Fun Facts? (a work in progress and subject to change)

20 AAD Adjuncts (note John F will become tenure-track faculty in August 09)

As a group we annually deliver approximately 59 classes:
31 On-line courses/sections (mostly 250 series; about 4 graduate by CB, DT)
29 F2F courses/sections (5 Fenn)
12 adjuncts deliver about 20 graduate courses/sections (5 Fenn)
(CB, LA-B, GC, BF, RH, DK, AP, JR, ES, LS, DT, JF*)
11 adjuncts deliver about 38 undergraduate courses (26 OL and about 12 F2F)
(DB, MB, KD, GG, SH, EH, RH, JR, DT, JV-M, RV-M)
3-6 teach only 1 course / year (LA-S, LS, BF; LH, DB, RV-M)

Outlanders (9) (all F2F unless noted OL = on-line; SS = directly self-support)
Lisa Abia-Smith aabia@uoregon.edu
Catherine Ballard cballard@uoregon.edu (+ OL/SS)
Gaylene Carpenter gcarpenta@uoregon.edu (SS)
John Fenn * jfenn@uoregon.edu
Bill Flood fbloodbill@comcast.net (SS?)
Darrel Kau dkau@uoregon.edu
Alice Parman aparm@uoregon.edu (SS)
Eric Schiff eischiff@uoregon.edu
Leslie Scott leslie@truffletree.com

Cross-overs (2)
Richard Herskowitz rhersk@uoregon.edu (OL/F2F).
David Turner dtturner@uoregon.edu (OL/SS)

Series (9)
David Bretz dbretz@uoregon.edu (OL/F2F)
Michael Bukowski bukowski@uoregon.edu (OL)
Kassia Dellabough kassia@uoregon.edu (OL)
Greg Gurley ggurley@uoregon.edu (OL/F2F)
Elizabeth Hoffman ehoffman@uoregon.edu (OL)
Scott Huette shuette@uoregon.edu (OL/F2F)
Janice Rutherford jrutiner@uoregon.edu (F2F*)
Julie Voelker-Morris jvoelker@uoregon.edu (OL/F2F)
Robert Voelker-Morris rvoelkin@uoregon.edu (OL)

Other (To confirm)
Classes/workshops through other departments/programs including:
Freshman Seminars: Ballard & Bukowski; R & J Voelker-Morris
AAA Pods: Dellabough
Art History: Turner
UO Pacific Rim International Film Festival: Herskowitz

Budget—about....
32 courses are directly self-support (26 OL and 6 graduate FTF)
14 courses are in-directly self-support (paid via OL dividends) (5 Fenn)
? how 250 series F2F are funded
250-1-2 series
9 on-line (MB, SH, KD, DB, GG, RV-M, DT, LH, JV-M)
6 in-class (SH, DB, GG, RH, JV-M, DT)
4 both on-line and in-class (SH, DB, GG, DT*)
4 more than one of the 250-1-2 courses (DB, GG, JV-M, DT)
5 only on-line (MB, KD, RV-M, LH) OR only in-class (JR)

Longevity
There is very little turn-over—most have been with AAD for about 6-7 years.
4 for less than 4 years (DT, RH, JF, GG)
4 for 10 or more years (MB, KD, LH, CB)

Geography
2 Live outside Eugene area (BF, LH)

Other academic relationships/associations (lots to confirm)
7 Have partners/spouses working for UO (LA-S, CB, MB, RH, GG, JV-M, RV-M,)
7 Have other (non-AAD) positions/work at UO (KD, RV-M, LA-S, DK, DT, RH, SH)
2 former faculty (JR retired; GC Emeritus)

7 hold a Ph.D. (CB, MB, GG, LH, AP, JR, GC, JF*)
11 UO/department graduates (CB, MB, KD, LH, SH, JV-M, RV-M, DK, DB; non AAD—DT, ES)

Other jobs held by adjuncts
Bill Flood Consulting (community development) (Bill Flood)
Arts Educator (in-schools) (Greg Gurley)
OSU Asst. Professor (Liz Hoffinan)
Independent artist (Scott Huette)
Exhibits Consultant (Alice Parman)
4J middle school teacher (Eric Schiff)
Oregon Truffle Festival: co-founder/organizer (Leslie Scott)
Director Lane County Farmers Market (David Turner)
Co-editor Culture work/ independent researcher/ mother/home maker (Julie Voelker-Morris)